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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Software Configuration Management (or Software Change Management) is defined as the task of
tracking and controlling changes in software. It is a part of a larger field of configuration
management. It helps in identifying individual elements and configurations, tracking changes, and
version selection, control, and baselining. Software products are very complex to develop and are
even more difficult to maintain. There are various problems faced in SCM such as balancing the costs
of productions with benefits from increased sales of software products. As a solution to these
problems, SCMs have a key role in handling the complexities of software variability. More and more
systems are developed using components. There is a move from monolithic to open and flexible
systems. In such systems, components are upgraded and introduced at run-time, which affects the
configuration of the complete system. Keeping up-to-date information about which components are
installed is a problem. Updating a component also affects the compatibility of the system. It is
therefore important to keep track of changes introduced in the system. In the product life cycle, CM is
traditionally focused on the development phase, in particular on managing source code. Now when
changes are introduced in systems at run-time and systems are component-based, a new discipline,
component configuration management is required. The future holds many avenues for progress in
addressing technology, such as new functionality; process, such as better process support involving
semantics of data; management, such as improved recognition of the need for resources and politics
and standards.
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INTRODUCTION
This research paper provides a detailed insight into software
configuration management as a tool for evaluating and
managing changes. Configuration management plans are also
studied with importance where every plan is project specific
and follows a certain standard. This research paper discusses
the need for software configuration management in web
projects so that the risk of failure is reduced by bringing up
efficient management putting up short goals which ultimately
pile up to the execution of the end product. Most existing SCM
and version control tools that are used are focused on version
control of individual files with limitations in content change
and configuration management of a web project. Software
architecture, management of configuration, and configurable
distributed systems are three areas of research that have until
now evolved separately. A single unified system that advocates
the joint evolution of all these disciplines is a more appealing
alternative to advance the state of the art for the same. The
benefits of using a unified system model, identifying the
commonalities, and finding the differences among the existing
system models leads to the development of a single system that
is usable in all three fields.
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This research paper provides a detailed insight into software
configuration management as a tool for evaluating and
managing changes. Configuration management plans are also
studied with importance where every plan is project specific
and follows a certain standard. The basic idea behind Software
configuration management is well covered including the
activities and SCM models. It is specified how the evaluation
of SCM process takes place and evaluating the tools for the
process. The study found that agile methodologies and any
associated practices are considered important and used
frequently by all-sized organizations. The paper shared the
experiences from CM activities in two industrial organizations
over a period of more than a decade, which helped us to
conclude that agile principles supported by the CM activities
achieved interesting effects, both as a direct result of the CM
activities and the effects of the agile practices supported the
most significant one being the possibility of reduction of the
overhead involved in CM activities, increase the possibility of
rapid feedback through more frequent iteration deliveries and
to be able to control more rapid change leading to increased
ROI of the software project. The outcome showed a unanimous
agreement that agile methods helped them become more
flexible and adaptive to change. Although large organizations
are still the highest consumers of traditional processes such as
the SCM process, an increasing number of medium and small
organizations are adopting a customized version of SCM
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process. It was demonstrated that the comparison of
configuration management automation implementation time
using the old methods, when existing solutions have not been
re used.A second hypothesis was proven by comparing
configuration management automation timing after introducing
a new methodology for different projects; a gain of 9 percent
was noted. In turn, the longer solutions exist in the database
and develop, then they become more stable and automation
implementation time decreases by 96 percent. The concept of
agile SCM is briefly discussed as well as SCM evaluation and
improvements. This paper discusses about maintaining
integrity as software configuration systems evolve. After
analyzing the paper three key requirements for component
configuration management were identified which were
component description, maintain history, and ability to
compare two components. Verifying through proofs, the notion
of upward compatibility can be believed to include notions
which preserves various proofs for a certain class of changes.
NuMIL is also used in the research to design the software
architecture.
A more thorough study can be carried on how structural and
functional changes affect the integrity of system as a future
work. The importance of software configuration management
in software development is discussed. SCM is divided into
activities and the process is carried out through these activities
such as configuration, identification, configuration control,
configuration status accounting and audits. It discusses how
agile methodology plays a role in SCM. The history of
software configuration management is discussed from 1950's
till 2000. This paper specifies the various user concepts which
are present in the existing configuration management systems.
The many concepts implemented by various CM systems are
represented in a spectrum. From the paper, it raises concerns
about the development of CASE tools and how it should
incorporate CM within the tool itself. The SCM model known
as Capability Maturity Model is also discussed for the
development of products and services. Tools for SCM such as
IBM Rational ClearCase, Perforce, Microsoft Visual
SourceSafe, etc. are mentioned as well. The concept of
dynamic change management is also discussed.
History
The history of software configuration management is discussed
from 1950's till 2000. The SCM model known as Capability
Maturity Model is also discussed for the development of
products and services. Tools for SCM such as IBM Rational
ClearCase, Perforce, Microsoft Visual SourceSafe, etc are
mentioned as well. The concept of dynamic change
management is also discussed. The development of a software
configuration manager is one of the solutions for problems
concerning development and maintenance of more complicated
embedded systems. The problem is to find the right procedures
for applications and further development of the same in
practice. The main target is to have a standardized version
control and software manufacturing practices, despite change
control solutions assuming the key role in future
improvements. This research paper provides a detailed insight
into the version models for SCM. Version model defines the
items to be versioned, the properties shared by all versions of
an item and the differences between them. The use of database
technology is supposed to help in the building of such
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configuration management software. The different activities
involved in SCM such as auditing, accounting, controlling and
process are briefed. They considered software configuration
management with respect to configuration selection,
configuration verification, and configuration update, because it
was believed that these aspects are the most relevant to get an
efficient configuration management of automotive software.
Configuration management with respect to configuration
selection, configuration verification and configuration update
was discussed. Explicit configuration selection reduced the
number of configurations used in the cars due to the limited
number of releases.
Basic Activities in an SCM
The importance of software configuration management in
software development is discussed. SCM is divided into
activities and the process is carried out through these activities
such as configuration, identification, configuration control,
configuration status accounting and audits. It discusses how
agile methodology plays a role in SCM. The different activities
involved in SCM such as auditing, accounting, controlling and
process are briefed. The concept of team in SCM is introduced
which is aimed at saving valuable developer time. Deployment,
which is a new field of SCM which was assumed under
maintenance is well defined. The scope of further research on
the topic is also given good importance.
Software configuration management can be segregated into






Version control,
Document control,
Change management
Build management, and
Release control.

Verifying through proofs, the notion of upward compatibility
can be believed to include notions which preserves various
proofs for a certain class of changes. NuMIL is also used in the
research to design the software architecture. A more thorough
study can be carried on how structural and functional changes
affect the integrity of system as a future work. Traditional
SCM practices affect the agile development process for XP
software teams. It is realized that combining both practices in
the development process will not affect the SCM practice but
make the agile process less agile. The SSCM approach
discussed in this paper currently finds high interest on the user
and manufacturer side in the scope of high security software
products, and leads to busy developmental activities of the tool
manufacturers. Following SCM practices for XP software, not
only adds safety to the process but also make every process
heavily dependent on the team. The idea of this paper is to
document the process and the result of deploying a
configuration management tool. It also describes about the
various factors, technical considerations as well as social issues
which are responsible during the process. Describing the
rationales for each practice, the benefits for the same, they are
traces to their underlying principles which have a greater
acceptance than practices; it also used the concepts of the
service oriented approach - loose coupling, abstraction, reuse,
heritability, autonomy to name a few. The model then applied
these two ideas to make a better configuration to optimize the
architecture of the software. It also provided a collection of
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services and improvement of the configuration of the software
architecture. The provided information should permit the
software professional to analyze these principles and practices
considering specific constraints to develop an overall optimal
economic solution. The primary issue therefore becomes what
practices one can select that provide the greatest reward risk
ratio given the existing constraints. It is believed that
configuration management is an important technology to
deploy in any environment. A service that permits
reconfiguration delegation should be considered as a future
work. This paper focusses on creating a suitable SCM model
for the CBSD based on the objects analyzed. Here, a
component based SCM model called JBCM is used which is
divided into three parts.
Models
This research paper provides a detailed insight into the version
models for SCM. Version model defines the items to be
versioned, the properties shared by all versions of an item and
the differences between them. The use of database technology
is supposed to help in the building of such configuration
management software. This paper has discussed the
recognition of a new standard model for software configuration
management and how it makes possible pragmatic software
configuration management in the E-World. It has also
described the old theoretical model of software configuration
management and given a new definition to the above stated
points. The principle of modularization is one of the main
techniques engineers use to tame the complexity of
programming. Focusing on one of these complex areas, namely
software configuration management and outlining how
modularization is natural and powerful. Analysis is conducted
partly based on experiences from case studies where small to
medium sized development projects are using a prototype tool
that supports modular software configuration management.
This research paper provides an application of software
configuration management for flight critical digital control
systems of advanced aircrafts. Software configuration
management is used to ensure efficient flight system
development which is of complex nature. Different forms of
software configuration models are discussed for this
application. The software configuration management is
discussed here in terms of functionalities. SCM is discussed as
an engineering discipline with its academic impact being given
importance. It gives us a glimpse of the evolution of SCM
throughout the years discussing the upbringing as well as the
downfalls of the field.
It also gives a heavy emphasis on research as being a constant
and essential methodology in SCM. A version model can be
developed which integrates extensional and intentional
versioning, state-based and change-based versioning, revisions
and variants, construction of source and derived versions, as
well as workspaces and long transactions into a coherent
framework. The framework should be expected to provide a
customizable model to suit the needs of a specific application,
not just “the” model. It has been expected that the use of
database technology will aid the building of such configuration
management software. This research paper discusses the need
for software configuration management in web projects so that
the risk of failure is reduced by bringing up efficient
management putting up short goals which ultimately pile up to
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the execution of the product. Most existing SCM and version
control tools that are used are focused on version control of
individual files with limitations in content change and
configuration management of a web project. Maintaining
integrity as software configuration systems evolve. It was
demonstrated that the comparison of configuration
management automation implementation time using the old
methods, when existing solutions have not been re used. A
second hypothesis was proven by comparing configuration
management automation timing after introducing a new
methodology for different projects; a gain of 9 percent was
noted. In turn, the longer solutions exist in the database and
develop, then they become more stable and automation
implementation time decreases by 96 percent. Certain
proposals for improvements of the process were specified. This
paper also brought out some topics in Component-based
Software Engineering which are still open and not completely
explained. Further, a development process was discussed, and
some problems, related to lack of information about the
component properties, are given importance. Certain advice
was given on how to minimize the risks of using components.
Configuration and modularization of an Scm
Modulization is one of the most important techniques used to
simplify the complexity of software. Managing configurations
and source code with different structures is error prone and
therefore introducing modules in SCM becomes helpful. There
is a strong influence of object-oriented programming in this
type of model. The ability to handle a large module as a single
unit becomes easier. This paper discusses on how dynamic
service composition from service components, dynamic
adaptation of service components with multiple classes of
service, and dynamic evolution of network management
software acts as a challenge to SCM. The paper also focusses
on increasing flexibility and availability; at the same time
examine scalability and performance issues. It is believed that
one of the main challenges for SCM in the future will be its
integration with other management. Modulization is one of the
most important techniques used to simplify the complexity of
software. Managing configurations and source code with
different structures is error prone and therefore introducing
modules in SCM becomes helpful. There is a strong influence
of object-oriented programming in this type of model. The
ability to handle a large module as a single unit becomes
easier. Consistency maintenance is performed, concurrency
strategy is brought up and horizontal and vertical merging is
done before the final model is presented. As future research,
component merging support should be introduced at the syntax
level, multiple support versions should also be made available.
A lack of coordination creates dependency delays among
project developers, leading to increased time required in
completing MRs in a GSD.
In addition, the lack of coordination can also result in each site
working in a different software configuration management,
which causes process management issues in GSD. These issues
arise in a collocated environment; however, they are
exacerbated by coordination and group awareness
complexities. The introduction of tools and techniques not
properly tied to a well-defined software process can limit their
effectiveness. The study found that agile methodologies and
any associated practices are considered important and used
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frequently by all-sized organizations. The outcome showed an
unanimous agreement that agile methods helped them become
more flexible and adaptive to change. Therefore, it mentioned
the most important hashing techniques as open hashing,
separate chaining and minimal perfect hashing. The hashing
techniques utilizing large data sets were evaluated. The hash
functions were compared based on time taken to build the data
structure, performing only successful lookups and performing
only unsuccessful lookups. The results indicated that minimal
perfect hashing clearly outperforms the other presented hashing
techniques. Although large organizations are still (as of the
date of the paper) the highest consumers of traditional
processes such as the SCM process, an increasing number of
medium and small organizations are adopting a customized
version of SCM process for their specific software
development needs.
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large data storage and retrieval. In the future, more features can
be added to the model which is derived from other models such
as Gypsy, EPOS and Orion. Abstract SCM tools are the real
process-centered tools due to their ability to model, support
and enact the processes by which all software developers are
supposed to manipulate the product. It also investigated the
application of process-mining techniques in the software
development domain. The suitability of software development
support tools, i.e., SCM tools, to provide process data was
addressed. Building software systems with reusable
components brings many advantages. The development
becomes more efficient, the reliability of the products is
enhanced, and the maintenance requirement is significantly
reduced. Designing, developing and maintaining components
for reuse is, however, a very complex process which places
high requirements not only for the component functionality and
flexibility, but also for the development organization.

Impact of Software Engineering Research on SCM
Conclusion
The software configuration management is discussed here in
terms of functionalities. SCM is discussed as an engineering
discipline with its academic impact being given importance. It
gives us a glimpse of the evolution of SCM throughout the
years discussing the upbringing as well as the downfalls of the
field. It also gives a heavy emphasis on research as being a
constant and essential methodology in SCM. The challenges
for future work includes finding the appropriate information
about the components needed in different phases of a software
lifecycle. These components provides information that is easily
identifiable and selectable as proper candidates during the
requirements and design phases; efficiently identifying
configurations of component based systems and using this
information to make it possible to safely and efficiently change
the configurations. The concept of team in SCM is introduced
which is aimed at saving valuable developer time. Deployment,
which is a new field of SCM which was assumed under
maintenance is well defined. The scope of further research on
the topic is also given good importance.
It avoids these problems by
 Enabling developers to detect emerging conflicts.
 Providing the developers, the opportunity to selfcoordinate
The given approach contributes in the given manner
 It breaks the effects of workspace isolation that occur
when a configuration management system is used by
transmitting information about changes across
workspaces.
 It brings conflict detection to an earlier point in
development
Configuration tool helps the developers to interact between one
another. She looks at formal procedures that is present within
the CM tool and check how it is used by developers. From the
research, it is understood that there is no total solution to
resolve difficulties of team coordination and more work can be
done to find a mechanism to fix this problem. Making use of
classes, functions and inheritance similar to OOPS we learnt.
Smalltalk is used as a model medium due to its high flexibility
and power. The model developed however is not suitable for

This research paper discusses the need for software
configuration management in web projects so that the risk of
failure is reduced by bringing up efficient management putting
up short goals which ultimately pile up to the execution of the
product. Most existing SCM and version control tools that are
used are focused on version control of individual files with
limitations in content change and configuration management of
a web project.
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